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1. Introduction

Composition analysis and aesthetic measure of architectural
photography utilizing computer vision
In this poster, the authors introduce a new visual, quantitative aesthetic measure
utilising computer vision (CV). The work stands in the extended history of quantifying the
visual aesthetic experience (Birkhoff 1933, Bense 1965, Birkin 2010, Oswalt and Vaughan
2016). Birkhoff and Bense followed an approach where empirical user experiments back
up a theoretical measure, where Birkin, Oswald and Vaughan devised computational methods. Our work continues the computational approach by automating and accelerating
aesthetic quantification using CV. We are specifically keen on architectural images as a
shorthand to assign an aesthetic value to design, aiming to navigate the solution space
in architecture.
The work seeks a method for disassembling and rearranging parts in architectural
images to focus on formal aspects of composition, in opposition to semantic segmentati-

2. Diagrams
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Our research focuses on the problem of parts-to-whole specific to images composition. How parts relate to and produce a whole is an essential problem of architectural
perception, design, structural systems and construction. The two diagram methods are
proposed to assess architectural compositions. The values of connection edge length
average and number of parts and connections are extracted from these diagrams to be
introduced in a formula adapted from Birkhoff.
The diagram of scaled parts scales each detected region by half around its centroid.

3. Aesthetic Measure
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In 1933, the mathematician Birkhoff proposed the formula Aesthetic Measure =
Order / Complexity to judge aesthetic objects like shapes and vases, requiring people to
assess them and apply the formula to score each instance. Our method automates extracting the relevant part-to-whole composition aspects of images and applies it to his
formula. Considering that “the aesthetic measure is determined by the density of order
relations in the aesthetic object” (Birkhoff 1933), we defined the number of connection
edges and their length as indicators of order and the number of parts as an indicator of
complexity, resulting in the formula:
Connection edge length average
x Number of connections
Order
Aesthetic Measure =
=
Complexity
Number of parts
x √Number of pixels
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on where objects that are not related to architectural design (cars, persons, sky…) are
quantified to score images (Verma et al 2018). It uses Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) as an analysis strategy because of its ability to identify regions on images
(Matas 2004). Proposed as a region detector for image features, the MSER proved superior to similar methods such as SimpleBlobDetector in recognising isolated architectural
parts in images.
These parts are assembled into buildings or wholes. Our method rearranges them
into two types of diagrams: A diagram of scaled parts to analyse them in isolation, and a
diagram of connectivity graph, to evaluate their relations. Parts and connections are
quantified, and these values are inputted in a refined version of Birkhoff’s formula to calculate an aesthetic score for each image.
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It presents each part of the composition in isolation, allowing a straightforward assessment of its number, size, proportion, directionality, colour and texture, among other
intrinsic characteristics.
The connectivity graph exhibits how the regions relate. When regions contain partially or completely other regions, an edge is drawn connecting their centroids vertex. The
number of edges, their length, hierarchies, conformity to grids, cluster formation, and
other properties concerning relations become clear.

Connectivity graphs

This computational aesthetic measure method for images was further refined by
calibrations via the crowdsourced aesthetic judgment of architectural images and is
further detailed in a paper by the authors being reviewed at the 2022 eCAADe conference. The method proved to be an efficient procedure for comparatively quantifying the aesthetic judgment of architectural images, enabling designers to incorporate aesthetics
as a complementary criterion for solution space navigation in computational design.
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